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Lord Wade hung up, and his first thought was to call Isaac Cameron immediately and
ask what was going on.

isaac hurriedly asked, “Master, what happened?”

Lord Wade sighed: “Zayne disappeared in Aurous Hill today,

and he had been in Shangri-La before he disappeared. Now Lord Banks has called me
to ask the teacher,

I have to ask Isaac Cameron what is going on first!”

Isaac was dumbfounded when he heard it, and blurted out,

“Zayne is also missing?! James just disappeared a few days ago, and he was also in
Aurous Hill.

He also lived in a hotel and disappeared…”

Lord Wade sighed and said: “The James thing is easy to say. Anyway, it was not missing
on our site.

Life and death have nothing to do with us. But Zayne is a little bit tricky this time.
Anyway, people were lost in Shangri-La.

The Banks Family uses questions,

we can’t argue with each other!”

Stephen Thompson turned his mind and said immediately: “Master, I think this matter
is 80% related to Master …”

“Charlie?!?” Lord Wade blurted out, “Do you think Charlie did this?!”

Stephen Thompson nodded and said seriously: “I think if this matter is really related to
Isaac Cameron,

then Master Chen must be behind the sword, otherwise, even if he gives Isaac
Cameron eight courage,

he will not dare to attack Zayne.”



Lord Wade nodded slightly in agreement.

After all, Zayne is nominally the number two figure in the Banks Family.

And Isaac Cameron was a subordinate in the Wade Family.

Even in the subordinates, he can only be at a medium level.

The difference in status, status, and strength between the two is huge.

How could Isaac Cameron beat Banks’s idea of   defending the way.

Therefore, the only possibility is Charlie.

Thinking of this, Lord Wade couldn’t help being a little big head.

He rubbed his temples and said with a sad expression: “Although I don’t know Charlie
very much,

I still know his style very well.”

“In my opinion, although Charlie and his father look alike, they have completely
different styles…”

Stephen Thompson nodded and said in agreement: “The young master acted in the
past, of course,

he was far-sighted, vigorous, and swift, but to be honest, some people are too
pursuing perfection,

caring too much about image and public opinion…”

Speaking of this, Stephen Thompson couldn’t help sighing: “Back then, even if others
used all kinds of shameful tricks to deal with him,

he would still choose an upright way to fight back, and he would never use the same
means to use color… “

Lord Wade also sighed: “Hey! So this is also shortcomings. He pays too much attention
to the four words of fairness and integrity.

It doesn’t hurt to face ordinary opponents. With his superhuman ability, he can crush
the opponent,

but once an opponent When he is very powerful and he does everything he can, he
loses his advantage and initiative…”

Stephen Thompson nodded in agreement.
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